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01. Good Vibes (3:12)
02. 11.03 (5:03)
03. One Hand Clapping (5:55)
04. Cruisen (5:42)
05. Come Together (4:21)           play
06. Highest Spot (4:12)
07. In Motion (4:30)
08. Peaceful Sight (4:52)
09. Lazy Morning (5:32)
10. One Hand Clapping (Club Des Belugas Remix) (5:46)
11. Cruisen (Jelly Jam Highsteppin’ Remix) (5:03)         play

Musicians:
Thomas Siffling – trumpet;
Markus Faller - drums / percussion; 
Jens Loh - upright bass
  

 

  

With the latest album „cruisen“ the Thomas Siffling Trio presents a delightful easy going Nu
Jazz with a high musical ambition and substance. In short: a young and contemporary German
Jazz and music to relax, groove and feel good! The sound spectrum of the CD is amplified by
the Hungarian vocalist Veronika Harcsa with her sonorous and sensual voice and by the master
of electronic keys Xaver Fischer. Another highlight on the CD are the remixes created by Club
des Belugas and Jelly Jam. But why the name “cruisen”? After being successful with the last trio
CD “kitchen music” with all the wonderful recipes corresponding to the music, it was clear to
Siffling to continue with the concept. So the concept of “cruisen” was more than reasonable to
him, as Siffling is a car enthusiast and driver of a sports car. He loves cruising around with his
car and enjoying the atmosphere and the landscapes. Corresponding to the music the CD
presents nine European car routes to travel along while listening to the music.
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